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1. The aim of this paper is to establish two general theorems which 
express a convergent double series expansion for a function F(x, y, a) in 
variables x and y in descending powers of 0, where g is arbitrary. When 
c is replaced by an integer -p, p > 0, the theorems lead to asymptotic 
confluent expansions for the function F(x, y, -p) as p tends to infinity. 
The work is an extension of a result recently discussed by FIELDS [l, p. SO]. 
The theorems are further utilised to establish confluent asymptotic 
expansions for the KAMPE DE FERIET function [2, p. 1501. Special cases 
are derived giving the asymptotic expansions for the Appell functions 
Bi and Fg in’ terms of Whittaker functions of one and two variables 
[2, p. 1321 respectively. 
We require following formulae in the proof, 
From [l, p. 33, (IS)], 
P-1) i 
m + 4 = Xa-b 
1 
r(z+b) 
jarg (~+a)\ <Z--E, E>O, 
where a and b are complex numbers and B++++l)(a) is the generalised 
Bernoulli polynomial [l, p. 181. With b-a=l-iV (1.1) is exact and we 
can omit the 0(2-N) term and the restriction on argument x. 
From [l, p. 20, (ll)], 
(1.2) (a-j) &.(a)=a.( - l)J.Bjc~w(a) 
where B+@(O) =&(a). 
2. THEOREM 1: Given that 
(2.1) 
the series 
5 amnxm.yn<cc 
nZ.S=O 
I4 <r, IYI <s 
(2.2) F(x, y, CT)= 2 amn $f$!.$ x 
W.W=O . . (Jrn - (y 
1Oi 
can be rearranged as 
(2.3) P(x, Y, 4 = j ; o %,k(X, Y) - (W-” 
* - 
lx/al <r, iv/q <s, 
where gj,k(x, y) are given by (2.11) below. Also for i, k > 1, gj,k(x, y), can 
be expressed in terms of the derivatives of go,s(x, y) =g(x, y) by (2.14). 
PROOF : From (2.1) and the test for convergence of double series given 
by HORN [3, p. 2271, it can be proved that Y(x, y, G) is convergent for 
lx/c] <r and ]y/~] <s. 
For of 0, m, n being integers > 0, we have 
and 
(2.5) F&t = (1; ;“)I. f&+ i) = $o,,n..-k say. 
So $‘(x, y, 0.) is majorised by the convergent series 
Thus B(x, y, 0) can be rearranged in descending powers of IS. As u is 
arbitrary, g&x, y) converge for arbitrary x and y. 
Substituting in (1. l), x = IJ, a = m, b = 0 and employing the formula ( 1.2) 
we have 
(2.6) 
and similarly, 
(oh -= 
cr” 
- Bk(n) . &. 
Compairing the right hand sides of (2.4) with (2.6) and (2.5) with (2.7), 
we have 
and 
P-9) ak n= Cl -%jk Bk(n) 
k! * 
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We observe that 
qm.=l if j=O, m>O 
=0 if j>l, m=O or m=l. 
Similarly for ak,n. 
Now employing the formulae (2.6) and (2.7) in (2.2) and cornpairing 
it with (2.3), we have 
(2.10) qbdx> Y) = 5 
amn(l-rn)j(l-~)~~B~(~).B~(~).X~.yn 
m.n=o m! n! j! k! 
When m, j > 1, m-1. Bj@) is a polynomial in m of order (j - 1). Now 
the relation 
dS(l+j-m)r=(-~)s(l+j-m)r-s 
where A is the forward difference operator with respect to m and s is 
an integer >O, leads to the formula 
(2.11) 
j-l (-l)‘(l+j-m), B+m)=m. 2 
r=o 
where j>l. 
Similarly for k 2 1, 
(2.12) 
k-l (-1)6(1+k-n)s Bk(n)=n. 2 
s=o s! I14Y)lnqk+l . 
Employing the relations (2.11) and (2.12) in (2.10) we have for j, Ic> 1, 
i-1 
m&9 Y) = z\ 
(2.13) 
r=o Y (-l)’ 
j+kxl+f+r . yl+k+s @+k+r+s+l g(x, y) 
8=. j! k! r! s! &+~+l ayk+s+l ’ 
* [drf??)],=j+~’ ,)-e)],-,,.l 
a formula to calculate gj,k(x, y) for different values for j and k> 1. 
Employing the notation 
AT,&, Y)=xr*Ys &$ dx, y) 
the first few gj,k(x, y) can be obtained from (2.10) or (2.13) as, 
I 
/ go,oh Y) = g(x, Y)= Tlo s, xm * Yn=JvP Y) . . 
I gl$o(x, Y)=6Az,o(X, Y), go,1(~,y)=~~o,2(x, y) gl,l(x~ y)=iA2,2(x, Y) (2.14) ’ g2,o(x,Y)=~~3,0(X,Y)+gA4,O(X,Y); go,2~~,y)=~~0,3(~,y)+~Ao,4(X,y) 
/ 
g2,dx, y)=+A3,2@, y)++-&4,2(X, y); gl,Z(x, y)=QA2,3(& y)+ 
+ :=A2,4h Y) 
93,0(X? Y)=P4,o(X, y)+QA5,o(x, y)+&f&,o(x, y) 
m(x, Y)=Vo,4(X, Y)fQA0,5(& y)+Y&~o,f3(x,y) 
cm(x, Y)=W3,3(? y)+&-A3,4@, Y)f&A4,3(X, y)+&A4,4(x, y). 
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From the above theorem, we obtain the asymptotic expansion for the 
function F(x, y, -p) as p tends to inifinity where p is an integer > 0. 
The result is stated below. 
THEOREM 2: Let 
then for p an integer 2 0, 
qx, y, -p) = -$ amn’----‘$ -pJn 
(2.15) 
1 
?%?Z=0 
(2)m(2)n 
- Jo %A-6 Y) * (-PP-9 P -+ 003 I4 <% IYI <a 
where g&z, y) are analytic in 1x1 <rl, Iyl<a and are defined by (2.10) 
of the last theorem. 
THEOREM 3: Let 
then 
(2.16) F(x, xy, (r)= 5 
m.n=o 
can be rearranged as 
(2.17) WG XY, 4 = 2 gdx, xy) (0)-j, 
i=o 
where gj(x, xy) are given by (2.19) below. 
PROOF : As in theorem 1, 
(2.18) 
Making use of (2.18) in (2.16) and compairing it with (2.17) we have 
(2.19) Sk? XY) = 5 
amn.(l-m-n)j.Bj(m+n).zm.(xy)” 
m,a=o m! n! j! 
Proceeding on the same lines as in theorem 1, we can express gj(x, xy) 
in terms of the derivatives of gs(x, xy) by the formula 
i-1 (- l)i xi+r+1 @+i+r g(q xy) 
(2.20) $7i(X,XY)== z\ r=o r! j! i)x1+3'+r CAr (ZiFZ)]m+~=f+.~ 
for j>l. 
8 Indagationes 
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First few gj(x, xy) are as follows: 
P-21) J gz(x, xy) = f & g(x, xy) + ix4g4 g(x, xy) - 
! ; g3(& XY) = fg g4 g(x, q!/) +*x5 2 $7(x, xy) + $gx6 & dx, XY)* 
It is interesting to observe that with y= 0, this theorem reduces to 
theorem 1 of FIELDS [l, p. 501. 
THEOREM 4: Let 
then for p an integer >O, 
t 
-wG XY, -P)= 5 
(2.22) rn.11’0 
q. g&xY)-(-P)-j', P -+ 00, w1,/q/ <a, 
where gj(x, xy) are analytic in 1x1 <rl, lxyj <ai and are defined by (2.19) 
of the last theorem. 
3. In this section, we obtain the asymptotic confluent expansions 
for the Kampe de Feriet function using the theorems of last article. Many 
interesting special cases have been obtained. 
The formula to be proved is 
p++1 
C 
e: 6,, -P; b,‘, -P ---X/P 
7.e a,‘: ce; cc’ 1 -J -et c::?; ?I;] 
- $ vh,o(x, Y) +B0,2@, y)l+ f [Q(B3,O(X,Y)+B0,3(X,Y))+%B2,2(X,Y) 
+Wo,4(X, y)+B4,0(x, ?/))I- ~lx~4,0(% Y) +J30,4@,y))+Q 
@35,0(X? y)+-BO,5h y)+B3,2@, y)+B2,3@, Y))+&j(&,O(X, y)+ 
\ +BO,6(x,y))+~~(B4,2(X,y)$B2,4(X,y))]+... . p--f 00, l+p<Y+@, 
where 
fJ w+s g vM~‘&) 
e:; 
an+r+s: 
=xr*ys Y x - 
b,+r; b,‘+s x 
p (a’& fi UC& (4)s) II a,‘+r+s: c,+r; c,‘+8 y 
by [2, p. 1531. 
Setting F(x, y, -p) as the Kampe de Feriet function given on the left 
hand side of (3.1) and making use of the formulae (2.16) and (2.14) of 
last article, (3.1) can easily be obtained. 
We now investigate some interesting special cases of (3.1). 
(i) Substituting in (3.1) 3,=v=l, ,u=e=O, ai=a, a’i=b and employing 
the formulae [2, p. 121 (1) and p. 130 (24)], we obtain the expansion 
formula for the Appell function Pi as 
b; +-, 5) G’&,,(x+y) 
E3,2(x+y)+ (xz~yZ)zE2~x+Y)) 
+ Y3) z5,2(x + y) + 
+ (x2;:2)3&(x+y)) + . . . 
and 
where 
l&(x + y) = (a)2r’ (x+ yF’ n!f,c,, ,&(X + y) 
(bhr 
b-l 
k=b/2-a, p= 2 
(ii) In (3.1), setting J,=e=l, p=v=O, ai=a, cl=b c’i=c and making 
use of the relations [2, p. 126 (50) and p. 132 (29)] we have an interesting 
expansion formula for Appell function Fa as, 
e-W+!412 .xW. yW2 p2 
( 
a; -P, -pi b, 6; -% y 
-P -P > 
-Jfti,p,v(x, Y) 
- $ (&Oh Y)+No,dx, Y))+ fMIi3&, Y)+Ho,a(x, Y)) + 
(3.3) 
+W4,0@, y)+ ~0,4(X,Y)f2%l(X, Y))l- ~Wz,o(~, y)+ 
-t-BO,2(& y)) +&@5/2,0@, y)+wo,5/2(? y)+ff3/2,1(? y)+Hl,3/2(? Y)) 
\ 4~-@3,0(x,y)+~0,3(~, y)+3H2,&, y)+3%2(x, y))l+ .-. 
and 
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where 
&J+c b-1 c-l -- 
2 
a,p=-, v=-. 
2 2 
We now obtain an application of theorem 4. 
The formula to be proved is 
(3.4) 
-4 (Az(x,xy))+ ~@&(z,~Y)+w4(Z, XY)l- 3 WQ(X,q/) 
+QA5(X,Xy)+~~A6(X,Xy)]+... . p -+ 00, d+pcgv+e 
and 
Setting F(x, xy, -p) as the Kampe de Feriet function given on the 
left hand side of (3.4) and employing the formulae (2.22) and (2.21) of 
last article, we arrive at the result (3.4). 
Special cases for (3.4) can be obtained as above. 
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